By JENNIFER HABRYCH
Assistant News Editor

Visitation hours at Saint Mary's will change at the start of the spring semester, though the changes are not as extensive as the submitted proposal recommended.

The senior officers made the decision after reviewing a proposal submitted by the Residence Hall Association (RHA) to change the existing hours.

Visitation hours will begin at 10 a.m. each day and end at midnight Sunday through Thursday, and at 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday.

Senior officers emphasized in their approval of the change that all other regulations regarding male visitation will remain the same. Male guests must still leave a photo ID at the front desks of the residence halls, be escorted at all times and will not be permitted in the tunnels.

Students on floors or sections within each residence hall will be permitted to vote to limit the visitation hours within their sections if they choose to do so, but may not vote to lengthen the newly approved hours.

"I am very happy that the officers took the proposal into serious consideration and granted some of the requested changes," said Karen Fordham, chairwoman of the RHA parietal committee.

"The students have expressed their wishes and proceeded in a responsible manner to elicit the views of the entire student body," said Catherine President William Hickey in response to the change. "The administration views this as a positive change and an opportunity for students to assume greater responsibility for their daily lives."

Ilene McQuillan, president of RHA, was encouraged by the administration's action on the proposal. "This indicates that the administration is willing to listen to and work with the students to implement change when the student body presents concerns in a reasonable manner."

A number of issues that will be affected by the change—such as handicap accessibility in Holy Cross and LeMans Halls and staff access in certain areas—will need to be addressed before the change is implemented at the start of the semester.

Doors to the residence halls will also continue to be monitored for security reasons.

"The change does not compromise the safety of students or the security of the campus," Hickey said.

Student Body President Mauloom Lowry said she is pleased with the announcement. "I think it will really be beneficial for a large number of students and will alleviate a lot of problems with Notre Dame students that take away from the life of young parents who come up on the weekends.

The change of visitation hours marks the first victory for RHA, which has been working to reform parietals since the founding of the organization at the beginning of this academic year.

"RHA is really happy about the change, and is looking into making other change in the future," Fordham said. "This is the first step in the RHA's effort to make campus life better."

"As a college, we will continue to review the life issues and to consider any new programs that benefit the students and the College," Hickey added.
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However, the removal of the machines is not intended to force students to use St. Michael's, Lyphout said.

Many residents of Zahn Halls will be inconvenient by the loss of the machines, according to Father Gerald Lardner, rector. "Many of them had gotten used to using the machines," he said.

There are no plans to remove the laundry machines from Flanner or Grace.

"RHA is really happy about the change, and is looking into making other change in the future," Fordham said. "This is the first step in the RHA's effort to make campus life better."

"As a college, we will continue to review the life issues and to consider any new programs that benefit the students and the College," Hickey added.

Machines to go as St. Michael's returns

By PAUL PEARSON
Assistant News Editor

Washington Hall will lose its coin-operated laundry machines next semester when St. Michael's Laundry reopens for business.

The space taken by the washers and dryers "needs to go back to its purpose of academic use," according to James Lyphout, associate vice president for Business Affairs.

Laundry machines were put in Washington, Flanner and Grace Halls and after St. Michael's burned down in November 1989.

These machines were installed "as a temporary measure," according to Assistant Director James Lardner. Contracts for the laundry service are "steadily coming in," he said.

Father Theodore Hesburgh with religion, ethics and human rights which are at the heart of peace.

The most important task for the Institute is educating the public about the issue of peace, according to Hesburgh. "We need more education on peace in this country."

To promote an understanding of peace, the Institute provides training, special publications and marketing on the subject, as well as public affairs and information.

He said it is important for people to work for justice by providing opportunities for those who are suffering. "The problem is (the) constant pressure of injustice which constantly leads to violence which is war."

Twenty percent of the world's population does not have access to things such as health care, housing and education which most Americans and Europeans take for granted, said Hesburgh.

"We have to provide such "goods" for all people because unless we provide hope for everybody there can't be peace."

Citizens should act locally to have an impact, he said. "Think globally, but act locally. If you go at it that way you can make a dent in the world." He said he is proud that two-thirds of the students at Notre Dame do volunteer work because it will encourage them to continue volunteering upon graduation.

"If volunteering gets in their bloodstream and they are then going to make a difference because they will think of people who don't have the advantages we have." Hesburgh said peace will come only when everyone provides opportunities in their communities. "Justice is positive
How do we make the captors pay?

After over six and a half years in captivity, American Terry Anderson was finally freed on Thursday.

In November, the terrorist group Islamic Jihad, released Anderson with a statement saying he was kidnapped for the war's victory over the oppressed peoples and the unmasking of the "ugly American and Israeli faces."

Whether they really accomplished this or not is the point. The point is they held innocent people, none of whom were military or intelligence personnel, against their will for periods as long as Anderson's.

During their captivity, the hostages were beaten, kicked and taunted. Anderson himself was chained to a bed and blindfolded for much of his six and a half years. The terrorists even killed three of their American hostages.

Now that all of the American hostages are freed, the question is, what do we do about it?

How do we make the cowards who took them pay?

Most people's first reaction, including mine, is to find those responsible and take them hostage. They could be chained to a bed in a dark room and blindfolded. We could kick them in the head and give them permanent neurological damage, like they did to hostage Alann Steen.

But that would be a little reactionary. We, of course, are not cowards ourselves. The best way to deal with the situation would be to go to the Middle East and find the thugs who did the beating, kicking and taunting.

Then we, the world, would go back to the U.S., and give them a fair trial. If they are indeed guilty, they would be sent to a maximum-security prison with the meanest, ugliest, most onerous criminals we can find.

Once in jail, they'd find out that "Islamic Jihad" doesn't mean as much to American criminals as does, say, "Latin Kings" or "Disciples." They'd be put in a cell with an affectionate roomie named "Bubba" who would work them to the bone, literally, exactly what they did, figuratively, to the hostages.

Welcome to America, Ouch.

But soon they'd learn that America isn't that bad at all. Our jails have weight rooms, libraries and cafeterias. No chaining you to beds, here, Mr. Terrorist, us infidels know how to treat our thugs. They could learn about how we actually incarcerate only guilty people, and even then we treat them better than we do most of our poor. They might even find jail a pleasant experience.

Then we'd release them out into the streets with a new perspective on America. No longer they see us as "The Great Satan." They'll be honest, law-abiding citizens who own 7-11's and grocery stores. Each night they will put their kids to bed, pet their dogs and jump into bed with their Jewish wives (they'd have a new perspective on Israel, too.)

And just when they are the most happy and content, Alann Steen, Terry Anderson, Joseph Cicippio and the rest of the hostages will burst into their homes, drag them away at gunpoint and chain them back to a bed somewhere. There they'll spend the rest of their lives being kicked, beaten and taunted.

Ending the entire payback will be complete.

These views are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
Speakers share their ethnic Christmas traditions

By TONY POPANZ
News Writer

As part of "Christmas Around the World," several speakers from the University community talked about the holiday traditions of their respective ethnic backgrounds during a fireside chat Thursday.

The speakers included: Manuel Mujar from Latin America, Kouignazmende from Benin in western Africa, Maria Santos from the Philippines, and Professor Ramzi Baalbukan from Lebanon.

"Since Latin America is very Catholic, most of their Christmas festivities are centered around Catholicism," Mujar said as he began the program.

In Latin America, the nine days before Christmas are spent in prayer and preparation for the holidays, he said. On Christmas Eve, there is usually a dinner at the home of one's grandparents.

"Christmas relates to the families mostly," Mujar said. "The particular family determines the type of Christmas tradition it has."

"At midnight, many people go to La Misa del Gallo, or the Mass of the rooster, from Christmas Eve until the end of Mass, young people remain with the family to participate in the traditions," he said.

After Mass, "the young go to party, and have a great time."

Although the children in Latin America may believe in Santa Claus, they remain thoughtful of party, and have a great time."

In Benin, Africa, Kouignazmende explained.

Kouignazmende, president of the African Student Association, told of Christmas tradition in his homeland of Benin, Africa. He said that in his country American Christmas traditions are uncommon.

"Approximately 40 percent of the population of Benin is Christian, while 60 percent is Voodoo," he said. "Even some believers can join Christians in the celebration of Christmas."

In Mass, non-Christian children behave as if they were baptized Christians," Kouignazmende explained.

His people traditionally plant palm branches into the ground, sticking half of a papaya into the branches, wrapping them with oil and cotton, then lighting them. The branches serve as lights running from the house to the street, and from the street to the church, he said.

"On the altar there is a nativity scene, and midnight Mass is celebrated from 10 p.m. through 1 a.m.," Kouignazmende said.

After Mass, and throughout Christmas day, there is a lot of noise-making," he said.

"Christmas is stressed as a festivity for children. Children celebrate, play drums and dance," he said.

Kouignazmende said children in Benin believe in a magical Father Christmas, who only grants favors to those who behave.

Santos, a junior, from the Philippines said a Filipino Christmas is family-oriented.

"The majority of citizens are Roman Catholic so Christmas is widely celebrated," she said.

She said that one important Christmas tradition is placing floating lamps or candles into the streams so that they travel downstream toward Mass.

For gifts, the Filipino urbanites shop and buy gifts, while the rural people frequently make things at home, said Santos.

Many cards and messages are exchanged, she continued.

"Because of the absence of pine trees in the Philippines, people create their own Christmas trees. "Some make decorations, such as cones covered in pyramids wrapped with lights, and others make good use of palm tree branches," Santos said.

Baalbukan, a professor in the management department and co-advisor of the Multicultural Executive Council, recounted the Christmas tradition of Lebanon.

"Lebanon is the only Arab country in which Christmas is celebrated nationally," said Baalbukan. "Fifty percent of the population is made up of Christians."

"I think that since the national tree is the cedar, which symbolizes pride, it is a sacrifice for one to decorate one as a Christmas tree. Instead, there are other less adorned trees used for decorations."

Traditionally, there is a midnight Mass and Christmas day dinner and, said Baalbukan. Children usually ski throughout the Christmas season, although they reunite with the family on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.

"Today, from noon to 1 p.m., a final "Fireside Chat" will be held at the ISO Lounge on the second floor of LaFortune. The Christmas traditions of Native American, Hispanic, and other American Poxoas, and people from Uganda will be shared.

The Fireside chats are sponsored by the Multicultural Executive Council.

ND graduates head top small companies
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ND graduates head top small companies

Edward Arnold, Arnold Industries of Lebanon, Pa., 1961 graduate.

He said Weimore, Goal Systems of Columbus, Ohio, 1970 graduate.

Robert McGrath, McGrath BentCorp of San Lorenzo, Calif., 1970 graduate.

Louise Neeb, Spaghetti Warehouse of Garland, Texas, 1961 graduate.
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Call 1-800-854-1234 for your FREE OFFICIAL SPRING BREAK ‘92 Guide!”
Skinner to serve as chief of staff

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush on Thursday named Transportation Secretary Samuel Skinner to replace John Sununu as White House chief of staff, and unveiled the high command for a re-election campaign that looks tougher than it did a few months ago.

"When the economy goes down, the president takes a hit," Bush conceded at a White House news conference as he set the course for an 11-month re-election bid.

"Can I get re-elected?" Bush asked. "The answer is yes, because I am a good president." He said he would make a formal re-election announcement in January.

"Can I get re-elected?" Bush asked. "The answer is yes, because I am a good president." He said he would make a formal re-election announcement in January.

"Can I get re-elected?" Bush asked. "The answer is yes, because I am a good president." He said he would make a formal re-election announcement in January.

Bush said the Democratic-controlled Congress has ignored his economic proposals for "three straight years" and that he would make new recommendations in 1992. He vowed to take them directly to the voters "over the heads of the Congress."

Bush, 53, political team as well as his new chief of staff, Skinner, and the old, Sununu, were crammed into the White House briefing room as he made his announcement Tuesday evening.

In Skinner, Bush picked a long-time political supporter and former federal prosecutor to replace the abrasive Sununu, who resigned on Tuesday after months of controversy.

Skinner has been tapped before to help Bush in troubled times. If he takes charge of the administration's response to the Exxon Valdez oil spill and the San Francisco earthquake, and most recently helped win a confirmation vote in Congress on a $15 billion transportation bill.

For his re-election campaign, Bush named Commerce Secretary Robert Mosbacher as general chairman, politician Robert Teeter as campaign chairman charged with plotting strategy, and Businessman Fred Malek as campaign manager responsible for the nuts and bolts operation of the re-election drive.

Bush's poll ratings have fallen sharply in recent months as the economy, which weakened including Thursday's report of a sharp rise in jobless claims and he has been buffeted by criticism from Republicans as well as Democrats for appearing indecisive on domestic issues.

In addition, former Ku Klux Klan official David Duke announced plans on Wednesday to run in Republican primaries against Bush. Conservative commentator Patrick Buchanan also is expected to announce plans to challenge Bush's re-election bid.

Bush said he doesn't think he has a "major problem" with conservatives. "I consider myself conservative," he said.

The president took a strong swipe at Duke, who won a majority of the white vote in a Louisiana gubernatorial election, despite a losing effort to condemn bigotry and I condemn racism. And this man is a racist and he is a bigot," the president said.

Bush said Skinner, as chief of staff, would coordinate activities between the White House and re-election campaign, and would do an "outstanding job for me and the country."

"Sam Skinner takes over as a firm right hand at a time when the nation's economy represents a difficult challenge," Bush said.

"Yes, people are out of work and we need to get this country back on its feet," the president added.

Bush was asked if he could be re-elected by asking the voters the same question posed to Ronald Reagan in 1980 — "Are you better off than you were four years ago?" The president cited "world peace," and other events, and said he expected the economy would improve next year.

Bush has long supported a cut in the capital gains tax, and the Congress has refused to enact it. Democrats say that would largely benefit the wealthy, and have countered with proposals for income tax cuts for the middle class.

Also tapped for key campaign roles were Mary Matalin, chief of staff of the Republican National Committee, who will join the campaign full-time as a senior official. GOP consultant Charles Black was tapped as a senior adviser.

Bush did not name Cabinet replacements for Skinner or Mosbacher. Bush showed no interest in going over the events that led to Sununu's demise — the use of government planes for personal travel and his abrasive manner in dealing with members of Congress among them. Instead, he complimented his top aide for the way he handled his own departure.

Republican strategists said Bush wanted to erase doubts about his leadership and dispel the appearance of turmoil in the White House after a series of blunders on the economy and civil rights.

Bush on Wednesday sought recommendations on a new chief of staff from a wide array of friends and political advisers. "Every political adviser you can name," he's talked to, presidential spokesman Martin Fitzwater said.

After struggling to keep his job, Sununu in his letter of resignation Tuesday acknowledged that he was a liability to the president. He agreed to step down on Dec. 15 and to leave the White House by March 1 after a face-saving stint as counselor to the president.

In conservative circles, there was some uneasiness about Skinner, a pragmatist much like Bush. "Some of the president's more conservative allies who were restless are a bit more restless today," said Mitch Daniels, former White House political director on Thursday.

Daniels also said the next chief of staff — at least in the months to come — likely will not have as much clout as Sununu.
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Individuals can make a difference in the world environment by participating at the local level, according to a panel of area environmentalists.

"Think Global, Act Local" was the topic of Thursday’s panel discussion organized by Students for Environmental Action as part of their environmental week activities.

Mark Anderlik, a member of the environmental group The Greens; Loretta Duda, a member of South Bend’s Common Council, and Diana Mendelson, member of the Earth Day Project, made up the panel. They discussed various ways citizens can get involved with protecting the surroundings for future generations.

"It is important to educate citizens ... and is up to everyone to get involved in environmental issues," according to Mendelson. As part of this involvement the Earth Day group has planned activities for April to stir members of the community and the community to environmental action. The activities have been designed for adults and children in the community.

Duda agreed that personal involvement is imperative in curbing future harms to the environment, claiming "the solution to pollution is personal and it is up to each and every one of us to solve it."

She said one of her objectives when she became a member of the Council four years ago was to adopt city legislation banning leaf burning because of the numerous health and environmental hazards it causes.

The legislation, which took two years to be put into effect, is now progressing into other areas of Indiana and other states, said Duda. The alternative to leaf burning in South Bend is curbside pick-up of the leaves during a specified time period in the fall, she said. These leaves are then used for compost.

Anderlik spoke on recycling and its benefits. He said that too often, recyclable products are not being recycled. "Only one-fifth of one percent of printed paper is recycled and the largest fraction of waste currently in landfills is paper," Anderlik said.

He also discussed plastics and argued against their manufacture. Plastic is not biodegradable, he said, and at the current rate of use, Americans can expect to see 75 billion pounds of plastic in our landfills by the year 2000.

Anderlik offered three possible ways to stop the further destruction of the environment. The first is to pass local legislation to increase the amount of recycled products used. The second is to compost leaves and grass clippings, and third is to build community-owned recycling centers.

The profits of recycled products should go back into the community, he added.

By AMY SANTANGELO
News Writer

Panelists: Individuals must protect planet

Even Before The Game Begins, We Know Who The Winners Are.

Lindsey Knapp of the University of Notre Dame

Toyota honors senior, offensive tackle, Lindsey Knapp of Notre Dame as a recipient of the Toyota Leadership Award for demonstrating outstanding leadership in academics, athletics, and community service.

Lindsey Knapp will receive the Toyota Leadership Award plaque and Notre Dame will receive a $1,000 contribution to its general scholarship fund. As a leader in its own field, Toyota is proud to recognize players like Lindsey Knapp who demonstrate that there is more to college football players than just what you see on Saturday afternoons.

"I love what you do for me"

TOYOTA

Clarification

An article in yesterday’s Observer was unclear in explaining statements made by Director of Security Rex Rakow at a sexual harassment forum Wednesday.

Rakow said the department does not consider acquaintance rape an offense that presents an immediate threat to student security, as does the presence of an unknown attacker on campus.

For this reason, he said, the Security Department does not distribute press releases when a date rape occurs.

The department treats date rape and rape by an unknown attacker alike in its records. In its investigation of the allegations, and in the University judicial process, Rakow said, The Observer regrets the error.

Together, we can change things.
Friends say Anderson is in good physical condition

WIESBADEN, Germany (AP) — Almost everyone who saw or heard former hostage Terry Anderson right after his nearly seven-year incarceration ended was struck by his physical and mental strength.

Arriving at the U.S. military hospital in Wiesbaden for medical exams and debriefing Thursday, Anderson bounded out of the helicopter and strode energetically down the red carpet, waving in a way that suggested both elation and defiance.

The first medical bulletin, released hours after his arrival, said he was upbeat.

"So far everything looks good," said AP president and chief executive officer Louis Boccardi, who saw Anderson briefly at the hospital Thursday morning.

AP photographer Don Mell, who was with him but left free by the gun-toting Islamic kidnappers, got on the telephone Wednesday to say hello and ask how he was.

"He said, 'You sithed right out of that one, didn't you,'" Mell recounted, prompting laughs from him and Anderson.

"I think at that moment I realized that Terry had kept his sense of humor throughout all this," Mell said.

"The fact that we could talk about this in jest was my indication that he was better than any of us dreamed he probably would be." - Robert Fisk, Middle East correspondent for Britain's Independent newspaper and a close friend of Anderson, said he rediscovered "exactly the same Terry" when they met in Damascus shortly after Anderson was freed.

Fisk, speaking by telephone from Frankfurt, told the AP Thursday: "I said to him at one point, "It is absolutely incredible, Terry, you have not changed at all," and he turned to me with a rather strange look in his eye, and said 'Of course I haven't changed at all. I've been in a closet, so to speak, for seven years. Time stopped.'"

Fisk said that when they talked for an hour and a half, "I was awestruck by how magnificently he handled that news conference after six years or more of that ordeal." - Robert Fisk, Middle East correspondent for Britain's Independent newspaper

Nate Polowitzky, AP's assistant general manager and the former foreign editor who sent Anderson to Beirut, found him "astonishingly" in a live television news conference from Damascus.

"I marveled at the steel that was obviously in him and was dumbstruck by the wit and aplomb with which he handled the event," Polowitzky said.

"That he was brave I think no one ever doubted."

"I think at that moment I realized that Terry had kept his sense of humor throughout all this," Mell said.

"I was awestruck by how magnificently he handled that news conference after six years or more of that ordeal." - Robert Fisk, Middle East correspondent for Britain's Independent newspaper

Trimming the tree

Notre Dame junior Annette Semanchin adds her personal touch to the LaFortune Student Center's Christmas tree Thursday as part of the weeklong "Christmas Around the World."
RAPED woman's face briefly seen when she moved.

The bigger shield was added when thefeed reached Atlanta, where CNN is based, said network spokesman Steve Hahoworth.

"We installed our own larger dot to make stronger our attempt to hide her identity," Hahoworth said. "We were concerned that her identity not be compromised."

Hahoworth said CNN, like most news organizations, has a policy against identifying alleged rape victims or showing their faces unless the women request it. Of the major networks, only NBC has broadcast the woman's name in the Smith trial.

In addition, Judge Mary Lupo has barred TV crews from showing the woman's face during the trial.

The Times named the woman in a story and an op-ed piece in April about the assault case, based on the belief that her identity had become widely known through other outlets.

The woman says Smith, a 31-year-old nephew of Sen. Edward Kennedy, tackled and raped her on the name of the Kennedy family's Palm Beach estate March 30. She acknowledges a sexual encounter but says it was consensual. The charges against him could bring 4 1/2 years in prison.

She first took the stand Wednesday afternoon, telling prosecutor Moira Lasch that Smith shocked her, told her to shut up, and said, "You're a brute.

To protect her identity, her face was blocked out on TV broadcasts. Today, only her larger blot, obscuring her hair as well as her face, because of lapses Wednesday in which her face could briefly be seen when she moved.

She said she saw Smith a ride home from the trendy disco, where they met and accepted his offer to go inside to see the mainline.

"I enjoyed his company," she testified Wednesday. "He was an intelligent man. He had done nothing suggestive. I had no fear of him. It was a nice night."

Later, after she declined an invitation to go swimming and was climbing stairs that led from the beach, he grabbed her leg, she testified, breaking into tears.

She said she screamed and tried to fight him off, but he slammed his body on top of hers and said, "Stop it, bitch!"

"I was yelling, 'No!' and 'Stop!'" she said, and CNN used a close-up of her eyes with her fingers.

Under cross-examination, the woman admitted having problems remembering details of the night, saying: "I have memory lapses ... because I was raped.

Black pointed to earlier statements in which she didn't believe Smith's penis was erect when he raped her. At one point, she said: "I tried to push the top part of his body aside and raped me," she said.

Black fired questions at her: "You have your right arm pinned, right? You have your left arm pinned, right? He pushed down on you? At the same time he can pull up your dress, he can pull up your panties aside and he can enter you from behind, isn't that an erection?"

"I don't know what she replied, her voice choked. "He raped me."

"Thank you," Black said, then moved on to other challenges of her story.

Black said in his opening statement that an expert on gynecology and psychology will testify a rape couldn't occur as the woman described.

Black's strategy was to show inconsistencies between the woman's 15 great trial testimony and her witness-stand account.

He played audio tapes of her early comments and read from her depositions.

Among the points he raised:

She said at trial her stepfather was wealthy and gave her a trust fund.

But Black noted she initially refused a rape examination because she said she couldn't afford to pay for the procedure.

"Before the trial, she said she saw Smith go swimming. She went up a stairwell and was tackled from behind as she reached the lawn at the top. She said she fell and rolled around on the grass. But at trial, the woman said she reached the top, was tackled, lost her momentum but used her right foot to 'push off' and run across the lawn.

"I was trying to get away as fast as I could," she said. "I could see them reflected off the pool."

"So your testimony is he was able to take off his clothes, go swimming and come out and run up the stairs." Black asked.

"I don't know how he did it," she replied.

"Before the trial she said she lay on the ground 10 yards from the Kennedy house and screamed toward the house for help. On Thursday, she said her head was turned away from the house as she was screaming toward the ocean. Black suggested she changed her story because she knew defense experts would concur with her version. She said she knew nothing about experts.

As he continued to ask about the direction of her head, she burst out, "Right now, you've got me very confused. I don't know if I was looking at the ocean or the sea. But I was hoping someone would come and help me. I had seen the senator a few minutes

After the B-ball, Call for game day special!
SECURITY BEAT

Monday, Dec. 2
9:05 a.m. A University employee reported that she lost her parking hang tag.
2:25 p.m. A University employee reported that he lost his parking hang tag.
4:28 p.m. A student reported the theft of his bike from a bike rack.
5:00 p.m. A University employee reported the theft of his bike from a bike rack.
5:57 p.m. A bicycle was reported stolen from the North Dining Hall.
8:31 p.m. A University employee reported the theft of his bike from a bike rack.

Tuesday, Dec. 3
7:05 a.m. A Notre Dame Security officer transported an injured University employee from Fitzpatrick Engineering Hall to the Student Health Center.
8:25 a.m. A Granger resident was involved in a minor car accident on Edison Road.
4:20 p.m. A minor automobile accident occurred in the Parking Ramp to St. Joseph's Hospital.
6:47 p.m. A minor accident between two vehicles occurred on Don Road.
10:00 p.m. A Notre Dame Security officer transported an injured student from the Student Health Center to the Student Health Center.

Wednesday, Dec. 4
8:59 p.m. The Notre Dame Fire Department and a Notre Dame Security officer responded to the report of an injured South Bend resident at the Notre Dame Credit Union. The victim was transported to St. Joseph's Medical Center.
11:45 p.m. A University employee reported that she lost her wallet.

Thursday, Dec. 5
12:45 a.m. A Notre Dame Security/Police officer transported an injured Stanford Hall resident from Bapen Center Field to the Student Health Center.
1:02 a.m. The Notre Dame Fire Department and a Notre Dame Security/Police officer responded to an injured Zahm Hall resident outside his dormitory.
8:44 a.m. A University employee reported the theft of her parking hang tag from her unlocked vehicle.

Making tracks
Notre Dame junior Danny Lenard puts the finishing touches on his own dream car yesterday in Riley Hall. Lenard designed the sports car for his visual design class.

THE RONKIN
40 Hours Of Live Instruction
6 Diagnostic/Practice Exams
TAKING THE RONKIN LSAT COURSE SHOULD BE A LAW.

NOTRE DAME COMPUTER STORE
Office of University Computing Computing Center Math Building Phone: 239-7477 Hours: Mon. - Fri., 9:00 - 5:00

74% of all Macintosh programs work in the same place-
puterese.

W w -

TUTCreek
Notre Dame's Closest Neighbor
2/10 of a mile from campus
Furnished Studio $259/month
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
$373/month
2 Bedroom Townhouses
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
272-8124

Hesburgh
continued from page 1
ble, but everyone has to get involved wherever they are."
The United States Institute of Peace is the 15th national committee of which Hesburgh has been a member. He was on the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights for 15 years and served as chairman for four years. He also served on the Committee for U.S. and Latin American Relations, the Commission on International Educational and Cultural Affairs and as U.S. Ambassador for the United Nations Conference on Science, Technology and Development.

12 reasons

WHY YOU'LL LOVE MACINTOSH

You can change the way you work.

To connect a printer, a modem, an external hard disk, or just about any other peripheral to a Macintosh, simply plug it in. That's all there is to it. Then, you just choose the "on" switch, and you're ready to roll.

It's easy to use.

Just plug everything together, flip the "on" switch, and you're ready to roll.

It's a breeze to copy information and paste it into another document.

This week you're majoring in philosophy, and next week it's nuclear physics. After all, it's never too early to think about the future. That's why Macintosh can immediately help you do whatever you do—better. And even sometimes, you find that you want to do something different, or a problem. It's easy to upgrade your Macintosh to help you face the challenge.

It's great for college and beyond.

Doing your work faster, better, and more efficiently is also a plus in the working world—and that's precisely why Macintosh computers are used in 74 percent of Fortune 500 companies.*

It's got connections.

You can connect to your school's mainframe or minicomputer. With Macintosh, you can send in assignments, gain access to software you need for class, and make lecture notes, class schedules, and other information—right from your own room.

It grows with you.

You may even qualify for academic aid! Macintosh systems are available for students from the National Science Foundation, the National Science Foundation, the National Science Foundation, and the National Science Foundation. To find out if you qualify, simply call (800) 227-0777.

It's more affordable than ever.

The power of Macintosh is affordable than ever—especially with student pricing available. From your local Macintosh dealer to your campus computer center, Macintosh makes Macintosh affordable and affordable. These reasons add up to the power of Macintosh. The power to be your best.*

* © 1991 Apple Computer. Inc Apple, the Apple logo, AppleTalk, Macintosh, and The power to be your best are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Japanese debate apology for attack

A Japanese daily reported bitter controversy Friday against any parliamentary resolution apologizing for Japanese aggression in World War II, to coincide with this weekend's 50th anniversary of the attack on Pearl Harbor.

They quoted former Justice Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone, as asking at a factional meeting of the governing Liberal Democratic Party, "Why do we have to throw mud at Japan's history?"

The national Asahi Shim bun daily reported that another member of Parliament, Shinataro Ishihara, told the meeting Thursday, "An apology must be to those in the regions that were colonized, not the victors."

Ishihara said an apology from Japan is not owed America, Britain, France or the Netherlands, and criticized Foreign Minister Michio Watanabe for expressing regret for Pearl Harbor in an interview with The Washington Post this week, according to reports in Asahi and in Nihon Keizai Shim bun, an economic journal.

Ishihara is co-author of the book, "The Japan That Can Say No," which urged Japan to take a strong stand against the United States.

Ishihara reportedly also said no resolution renouncing war is needed in Parliament because it is already stated in the constitution.

Lawmaker Michio kokita of theLiberal Socialists, the leading opposition party, said Thursday that a resolution of apology may not be ready for the Dec. 7 anniversary - "No progress is being made."

Kokita said the Socialists long had demanded such a resolution, but the Liberal Democrats in exchange sought cooperation in passing a bill to permit dispatch of Japanese ground troops overseas for the first time since the war.

The bill is aimed at allowing Japanese troops to join U.N. peacekeeping operations. It has passed Japan's lower house and now is before the upper house, where the Liberal Democrats lack a majority.

Watanabe said this week that a parliamentary resolution apologizing for Japan's aggression was certain to be adopted. He called it "a milestone."

At the same time, he expressed "deep remorse over the terrible suffering" Japan inflicted on the United States and Asian countries in the war.

Yoshiaki Ikeda, a member of the House Steering Committee, said as of Thursday evening his committee had heard nothing about the apology resolution, and "it may be difficult to issue it in a day."

Legislators usually seek a consensus before proceeding with such resolutions, he added.

Sources close to negotiations on the resolution said it would not directly apologize for the surprise attack. It would be watered down somewhat from a stronger statement of responsibility for the war originally demanded by more pacifist-minded opposition parties.

This is partly to appease right-wing Liberal Democrats who oppose it altogether, said the sources, speaking on condition of anonymity.

In Thursday's discussions on the peackeeping forces bill in an upper house committee, Foreign Minister Watanabe said, "It is very regrettable that we started the reckless war. We deeply reflect over causing large human and material damage to the United States and Asian nations."

Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa told the same committee that the nation's acts in the past have caused great pain and damage to people in regions including Asia and the Pacific.

Similar expressions of regret in recent months have been seen as partly intended to ally Japan to more friendly Western countries.

Fears remain strong in Japan

TOKYO (AP) - For many Japanese, Pearl Harbor represents a nightmare from which the nation has never completely awakened.

Despite Japan's best efforts to put the war behind it, fears of the militant seizure of power that led to Peace in Our Time remain very much alive here. They are evoked as they drop down, many Japanese don't fully trust the thin overlay of Western-style democracy imposed on their "joke shakai" — the warrior culture that is far older.

Nor, for that matter, do many other Asians. Unlike most Westerners, they saw up close the faces of Japanese militarism, the bayoneted children in the slaughter pits, the racial arrogance that in defeat was transmuted into the diplomatic timidity the world knows today.

To most Americans, the idea that a 2,000-man peacekeeping corps to help monitor U.N. cease-fires could lead to a military overthrow of this advanced democracy, and another Pearl Harbor, would be ridiculous.

But to many Japanese such a scenario is no joke. They have a bitter experience: more than a millennia of military dictatorships, and the shattering of Japan's last democratic experiment in the postwar vacuum that is U.S. culture that is far older.

Many fear America may be less than a million miles from becoming a police state. They also reflect some time-honored characteristics of Japanese society, such as the lack of a strong center of power in government, leaving a tempting vacuum, and the much-noted tendency of Japanese to divide into close-knit groups who tend for preeminence.

Some fear America may be less than a million miles from becoming a police state. They also reflect some time-honored characteristics of Japanese society, such as the lack of a strong center of power in government, leaving a tempting vacuum, and the much-noted tendency of Japanese to divide into close-knit groups who tend for preeminence.

Such fears also explain why the famous U.S.-imposed Article 9 of the Constitution, which renounces war as a sovereign right of Japan, has become sacrosanct despite conservative politicians' efforts to change it, and a longtime U.S. admission that it was a mistake.

The parliamentary debate over the peackeeping bill, under way in the upper house, is a struggle between leftist opposition party members who fear it will lead to U.S. forces being sent abroad and an increasing right-leaning governing party.

To most Americans, the idea that establishing a 2,000-man peacekeeping corps to help monitor U.N. cease-fires could lead to a military overthrow of this advanced democracy, and another Pearl Harbor, would be ridiculous.

But to many Japanese such a scenario is no joke. They have a bitter experience: more than a millennia of military dictatorships, and the shattering of Japan's last democratic experiment in the postwar vacuum that is U.S. culture that is far older.

Many fear America may be less than a million miles from becoming a police state. They also reflect some time-honored characteristics of Japanese society, such as the lack of a strong center of power in government, leaving a tempting vacuum, and the much-noted tendency of Japanese to divide into close-knit groups who tend for preeminence.
Controversy plagues aide to Dan Quayle

WASHINGTON (AP) — A top aide to Vice President Dan Quayle helped modify an air pollution regulation this fall — a change that could benefit an electric utility in which he owns stock.

It's the second time Allan Hubbard has been involved in such decisions.

Hubbard obtained Quayle's permission to participate in discussions about the regulation. And a Quayle spokesman called questions about Hubbard's role "a witch hunt."

Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Calif., who chairs an environment subcommittee, contended Hubbard had an apparent conflict of interest, as did two government watchdog groups: OMB Watch and Public Citizen.

Hubbard acknowledged he chaired the Oct. 16 White House meeting where the regulation, not yet final, was changed; and other government officials who were there said he participated in the decision.

The rule could permit more acid rain emissions by electric utilities, including PSI Energy Inc., an Indiana power company that lobbied strongly for a less strict regulation than first drafted by the Environmental Protection Agency.

Hubbard's financial disclosure report lists ownership of stock worth between $15,001 and $50,000 in the utility's parent company, formerly PSI Holding Inc. and now called PSI Resources.

Hubbard is Quayle's deputy chief of staff and executive director of the Quayle-led White House Council on Competitive ness. News stories last month revealed that Hubbard is half-owner of an auto appearance products company that could be covered by air pollution rules reviewed by the council.

The council staff examines government regulations and played a major role in changing the acid rain rule, according to EPA officials. Waxman and environmental groups contended the change would lead to significantly greater pollution, but EPA officials said they were able to obtain safeguards during the meeting to neutralize the damage.

U.S. law prevents federal employees from participating "personally and substantially" in particular matters where they have a financial interest. But they can be granted waivers in advance of such participation. The waiver requires full disclosure of the financial interest and that it not be substantial enough to affect the integrity of a decision.

Hubbard asked for a waiver and on June 12, Quayle granted it.

The waiver allows Hubbard to participate in government action that affects entire industries, even though he may own stock in one company in that industry. He is not allowed to participate in actions that affect only that company.

Dan Quayle

Minority scholarship ruling sparks debate

BOSTON (AP) — College freshman Thabiso Zwane shook his head as he read about the government's new policy forbidding race-based scholarships.

"There already is a gap between blacks and whites," said the Northeastern University student, who is black. "This will definitely make it worse. It will fire up the blacks and increase the resentment of the whites."

The Bush administration on Wednesday barred scholarships awarded solely on a racial basis but said colleges receiving federal funds may use financial aid to attain racial, cultural and geographic balance.

The American Council on Education and the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities said fewer than one percent of university and college students receive aid based exclusively on race.

Many black students and professors worried about the impact of Education Secretary Lamar Alexander's announcement.

"There are some fairly mean-spirited people on campuses these days around issues such as affirmative action policies," said Donald Polk, a professor at Suffolk University Law School.

We'd like to remind you that the uncensored content of this newspaper is made possible by the Constitution of the United States.

Friday, December 6, 1991

Kissing professor off the hook

ATLANTA (AP) — Emory University was too lenient with a law professor accused of kissing female students and pursuing them for dates, the U.S. Department of Education says.

The law school should have charged Abraham Ordover, 54, with sexual harassment instead of letting him off with a public reprimand, the Office of Civil Rights said Monday after a six-week review.

The university cleared Ordover in March of more than a dozen allegations of sexual harassment, giving him only a reprimand for "inappropriate behavior." Ordover resigned in April after more accusations were made against him.

The federal findings carry no penalties, according to the university.

A federal complaint against Ordover was filed in June by former law student Jeff Straus.

"The law school denied it and denied it and denied it, but there's a third party that's saying, 'You women, you're correct, and the law school was wrong,'" Straus said.

Straus had never taken a class with Ordover, but said he filed the complaint after attending a sexual harassment workshop at which several women accused the professor of making advances.

Ordover denied the allegations, and said Wednesday the case had damaged his career and personal life.

"In the battle to secure victims' rights in cases of sexual harassment — rights that are well worth fighting for — it has been no attention whatsoever paid to the rights of the accused," he said.
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Last American debate: Tastes Great! Less Filling!

If a public intellectual is some­one we expect to encourage rather than discourage debate on potentially controversial is­sues, then the closest thing to an American public intellectual that I’m aware of is an old­timer who sits in the left-field bleachers at Wrigley Field and chants, “Tastes great!”

You think I’m kidding. Sure, there are plenty of windbags who run for office, spout the Dartmouth review, or get themselves invited by Phil & Oprah & Ted & Sally to blab-blab-blah. But they’re not public intellectuals. They’re just public fanatics – people like some­body who started shouting “Less filling!” soon got tired of it. “ ‘Darn it,” he said to me, “I just keep thinking it’s the most salient feature of this particular con­coction of malt and hops. ‘Tastes great!’ But I’m always eager to hear what others think.”

“Yeah, whatever,” I offered. “Hey, the Gals are rallying.” “OK,” he finally said when Jerome Walton had hit into an ag­onistic oratory in the agora. “I asked him to explain. 

Andrew Cutfrofello

Subterranean Homenick Politcs

Now I was curious about this guy. “Well, the new slogan is ‘It’s it and that’s that.’” I reminded him. The guy scowled into his beer. ‘It can’t help but read ominous portents in that ‘It’s it and that’s that’ campaign,’ he said to me during the seventh-inning stretch. ‘It’s as if corporate America decided that even the spectacle of stimulated public discourse was too dangerous a thing to encourage.”

I asked him to explain. “Used to be people would shut off debate by saying, ‘If you think things are so bad here, why don’t you go live in the Soviet Union!’ Nobody says that anymore - and not because the Soviet Union is no longer the Soviet Union, but because what passes for public debate is no longer real public debate. Today, people just look at dissenters from the norm like they’re crazy. And corporate America plays right into, discouraging serious debate at every turn. String together a few of today’s advertising slogans, and you’ve got a veritable subliminal practical syllogism: Premise: Why ask why? Premise: ‘It’s it and that’s that.’ Conclusion: Just do it.”

‘Sounds like Orwellian dou­ble-think,’ I said. “What it’s recommending is Miller-time never-think. Which is why I like to start shouting ‘Tastes great!’ at the old ball yard. Hey, I’m no Leor Tribok fighting Stalinism or Rosa Parks fighting racism. I’m just some poor schmuck trying to have a good time rooting for the home team. But by going through the motions of initiating a public debate, by pannonimising the gestures of genuine discourse, I feel as if I’m symbolically performing the forgotten rituals of democratic politics.”

“Preserving it for the archives.”

It was the bottom of the ninth and as I looked around the sta­dium I saw that most people had already left. When I turned to the guy next to me I saw that he was gone too.

Later, on the train back to South Bend, I was reading a sympathetic review of D’Souza’s book, ”Iliberal Education.” The reviewer sought to corrobore the paranoid views expressed in D’Souza’s book. In shocked tones he described how stu­dents at an Ivy League univer­sity were encouraged to think about the political issues under­lying Shakespeare’s The Tempest.

People are destroying our cul­tural legacy, the reviewer warned. They’re challenging our fundamental values, they’re attacking the canon of great books. The canon should not be challenged by intellectuals asking questions that have no pertinence to the mortal words of the Bard. It was “the canon this” and “the canon that.” He spoke the words as if uttered a wedding vow. ‘Till death do us part. In sickness and in health. Never will I question it. It’s it and that’s that.”

Andrew Cutfrofello is a professor in philosophy at Saint Mary’s College. His columns appear every other Friday.

DOONESBURY

QUOTE OF THE DAY

‘When you stop drinking, you have to deal with this marvelous personality that started you drinking in the first place.’

Jimmy Breslin

Just may know, just submit QUOTES, P.O. Box Q, ND, IN 46556  
DECEMBER 6-8

weekend calendar
friday

MUSIC
Dick Holliday and the Bamboo Gang, Club Shenanigans, 10 p.m.
Bob, Sneakers, 10 p.m.
Web of Lies, Club 23, 10 p.m.

EVENTS
"A Christmas Carol," Washington Hall, 8:10 p.m.
"A Midsummer's Night Dream," Theodore's, 7 p.m.
"A Christmas Carol," Washington Hall, 8:10 p.m.

saturday

MUSIC
Bob, Sneakers, 10 p.m.
Rick Bennick and the Blades, Club Shenanigans, 10 p.m.
Web of Lies, Club 23, 10 p.m.

EVENTS
"A Midsummer's Night Dream," Theodore's, 7 p.m.
"A Christmas Carol," Washington Hall, 8:10 p.m.

sunday

EVENTS
"A Christmas Carol," Washington Hall, 8:10 p.m.

films

FRIDAY
"Monsieur Hire," Annenburgh Auditorium, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
"Home Alone," Cushing Auditorium, 8 & 10:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
"Monsieur Hire," Annenburgh Auditorium, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
"Home Alone," Cushing Auditorium, 8 & 10:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY PARK EAST
"The Addams Family," 6:30, 7:45, 8:45, & 9:30 p.m.
"Cape Fear," 7 & 9:45 p.m.
"Little Man Tate," 7:15 & 9:20 p.m.
"American Tall 2," 7:30 & 9:30 p.m.
"All I Want for Christmas," 7:10 & 9:10 p.m.

---

To boldly go where no one has

By JOHN O'BRIEN
Accent Editor

By twenty-five years ago, Capt. James T. Kirk uttered that famous phrase: "Hey, where are all the viewers?"

But it's hard to believe now, two and a half decades, two television series and five (soon to be six) movies later, that the original "Star Trek" was a moderate hit at best. It premiered in 1966 to small audiences yearning to go "where no man has gone before."

Things are different today. There are millions of "Star Trek" fans around the world, the show has carved its niche in American culture and the crew of the Enterprise is now gender-neutral, going boldly "where no one has gone before."

Nonetheless, "Star Trek" fans, or "Trekies," form a group nearly as fanatical as the Deadheads. Men and women young and old call themselves Trekkies, and there is even a devoted group here on campus.

Notre Dame juniors Chris Allen and John Bagley watch "Star Trek: The Next Generation" every night, and they're usually joined by about 15 to 20 friends in their room in Haffen, according to Bagley.

If you're a Trekkie, you too can experience a nightly "Star Trek" fest—but only if you have cable. WPWR-TV (Chicago) shows the new series at 7 p.m. every night and has recently begun showing reruns of "Star Trek" originals at 8 p.m.

The Trekkies who do watch both shows seem to agree—"The Next Generation" out-guns its predecessor.

"The acting is a lot better," said Bagley, "and the space-time continuum theories are more philosophically challenging, not to mention the timely moral lessons."

"The acting is light years ahead of the old one," said Walton Collins, editor of Notre Dame Magazine, managing to throw in a space pun.

Collins, too, is a Trekkie, thanks to his children.

"Like a lot of fans, I never watched it in its original seasons," Collins said of the
recently begun "Star Trek" originals at
watch both shows "Next Generation"
recent theories are challenging, not
ears ahead of the Collins, editor of
agreeing to throw
comes, thanks to his
viewer watched it in
illois said of the
first series. "But I started watching reruns
and my kids got me hooked."
The new series is a lot more polished,
Collins said. That's probably got something
to do with advances in special effects
technology, Allen said.
"The science is a lot better—they don't
just run back and forth and shake the
camera when the ship is hit," Allen said.
The technological advances were
apparent when Leonard Nimoy, a.k.a. Mr.
Spock, made a guest appearance on "The
Next Generation" in November, said
Collins.
"He didn't seem to even fit in the same
cast," Collins said.
"But Spock will have his chance with his
own cast when "Star Trek VI: The
Undiscovered Country" opens across
America today. The film, which William
Shatner claims will be the final installment
in the series, features Shatner's Kirk in the
role of a peace envoy. He must work with
those dreaded Klingons as they and
the Federation negotiate peace.
Employing one of the "timely moral
lessons" Bagley mentioned, the movie is a
parallel to the end of the Cold War.
And when the opening credits of the film
begin, many Trekkies will be there.
"I'll be at the T-15 show with my two
sons, their wives and my wife," said
Collins. Bagley, however, said he won't be
able to make it when his friends hit the
theater tonight.
"But I'll be there in spirit," he said.

The crews: (clockwise from top left)
Capt. James T. Kirk, Dr. "Bones"
Riker, Capt. Jean-Luc Picard,
Counselor Deanna Troi, Lt. Worf, Lt.
Cmdr. Geordi LaForge, Dr. Beverly
Crusher, "Scotty", Chekov, Cmdr.
Uhura, Sulu.
Father Robert Griffin
Letters to a Lonely God

which would shock the Pope
"...which would shock the Pope" could refer to an event or situation that would lead to major changes in the Catholic Church. The Pope is the leader of the Catholic Church, and any shock or scandal could have significant implications for the faith and its teachings. The exact context of this sentence is not provided in the extract, but it suggests a scenario of an event or statement that is considered newsworthy or controversial within the Church's hierarchy.

Catholics must seem specially
Catholics must seem specially naive as they proclaim the glory of Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception.

Spread some Holiday Cheer!
Students, parents, and faculty,
Send some of your favorite people, or that special someone a holiday wish through the Observer

Your cost is only $18.
The ads will be the size of the birthday ads Photos will be accepted

Holiday greetings will be published in the final fall edition of The Observer on December 13.

The deadline to submit materials is 1:00 pm on Wednesday, December 11.

The Observer office is located on the 3rd Floor of LaFortune.
**NOTICES**

**TYPOGRAPHY AVAILABLE**

2 RINGS FOR $12

USE OF ALL UTILITIES

ASK FOR PAUL 2-274A

4 Bed Rm. Furn. House, New

Carpel - $195, Wash.,Med City.

Alarm syst. Access From Bus Stop

Best houses will be gone in 30

Max. 253-9647

FOR SALE

AIRLINE TICKET CHICAGO TO

DENVER ROUND TRIP DATE

VARIEABLE (OVER A M XS BREAK)

CALL ANDY 383-1050

For sale

Garmin 500, John Madison Football $20

Tom Lasorda Revisited $20

Angie Partner Golf $20

Altered Boss 515

What a bargain!!!

Call +172

MIKOTA X370 35mm Camera,

20mm Lens, 2x Lens, flash, and

more. Like new. $225, OBO. 233-

2254 4-4 after 5

CHEAP -FIREARMS S. SEZELD

95 YGW

87 MERCERIES 100

45 MUSTANG 650

Coffin from thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour Recording

Remote Deels 317-2769

Copyright S-146K2

Gina and Marthan

WANTED

Good condition, and other

furniture.

Call Jan 27-2157 Leave a message

Andy -I can’t wait to see that new, hot, sexy outfit

on Saturday.

Love, Jean


10. A Yo-Cream Machine

COME JOIN US FOR A MAGICAL

DREAM!!!

2. COED HOUSING

3. A real live Amazon and one hairy

person

4. The gift of life

5. A Job

6. Friends

7) We wanted to feed her

Shrimp Creole for dinner.

8) We wanted to make her

think of her

9) She won’t expect it today.

10. It was featured in Dead Poets’

Society and I wasn’t even

there.

HAPPY B-I-R-T-H-D-A-Y

(20) 415-824-7454

C skeletons $25.

FREE 24 Hour Recording

Holden 801-379-2929

Tom Lasorda Baseball $20

John Madden Football $25

Genesis cartridges

$25. FREE 24 Hour Recording

Reveals Details 801-379-2929

CALL ANDY 407-894-7489.

WANTED: 1 Way tic to LAX

Dec 19. x3720.

Price: $1,750.

Price: $1,750.

INDIANA AUTO INSURANCE.

Call x1471

MINOLTA X370 35mm Camera,

$25. FREE 24 Hour Recording

Holden 801-379-2929

Tom Lasorda Baseball $20

John Madden Football $25

Genesis cartridges

$25. FREE 24 Hour Recording

Reveals Details 801-379-2929

CALL ANDY 407-894-7489.

LAKEVILLE, IN. CHRI S X4327.

FOUND: A Pair of wire rimmed

THE K of C. INSIDE WAS BUS.

LaFortune for $1.

Please answer our prayers by

saying "Amen,"

Sending New Year’s in Florida!

$2,400 Value!

LaFortune for $1.

Ask for Paul 232-2794

Spend New Year’s in Florida!


don’t cheat for me.

Happy birthday Moe!

Hey Mike Scrudato—nice attitude.

Hey Katy, How old are you?

Eusterman!!!!! Merry Christmas!

Hey Katie, How old are you?

Spend New Year’s in Florida!
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# BASKETBALL TOP 25

## How the top 25 teams in the Associated Press preseason poll fared in past N.C.A.A. tournaments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Record in Tournament</th>
<th>Next Round</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina (2-1)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon (3-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Florida (2-1)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina State (3-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas (3-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas (4-1)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut (3-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan (4-1)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky (5-0)</td>
<td>Beating Bradley 65-41; Did not play</td>
<td>Next: vs. Delaware State, Monday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah (5-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma State (6-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Beach State (6-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.C.L.A. (2-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida State (3-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina State at Charlotte, N.C.</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>vs. Canisius at Buffalo Auditorium, Saturday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas (3-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>vs. Manhattan at Madison Square Garden, Saturday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut (3-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>vs. Manhattan at Madison Square Garden, Saturday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan (4-1)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>vs. Tennessee-Chattanooga, Saturday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia (6-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>vs. Davidson State, Monday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford (4-1)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon State (3-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona (6-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico (2-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.C. Carolina (4-1)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army (3-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State (4-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake Forest (7-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California (9-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCLA (3-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi (4-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama (5-0)</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
<td>Did not play</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Player of the Week

**Jenny Thompson** is 19!

Happy Birthday!

Love, Mom, Dad, Katie & Doug

---

# 1992-93 RA APPLICATIONS

Are Now Available
Office of Student Affairs
315 Administration Building

Friday, February 17, 1992
REPORT OF THE WORK OF THE TASK FORCE ON EVANGELIZATION, PASTORAL MINISTRY AND SOCIAL VALUES


The texts of the two letters follow.


Dear Father Malloy:

In January, 1989, you established a task force to examine questions related to the areas of evangelization, pastoral ministry and social values. The Task Force on Evangelization, Pastoral Ministry and Social Values: 1) to attempt to identify the important part of work or ministry, dimension of human behavior are social values and the social justice evangelization implies action on the legitimate meaning within the context concerned, rather, that the word "evangelization" as synonymous with the understanding as synonymous with shaped its future work.

The Task Force decided to study existing written programs, materials and self descriptions, and to develop interview instruments for collecting current data. They then formed the basis for much of the analysis and the final report. These divisions and departments deal with Catholic students do not all come from the same "family" of the past. We deal with Catholic students from a background of divorce. We encounter students with little or no prior religious practice, who find themselves in a Catholic environment without any specific orientation. These changes in the academic environment at the time that the University at large is becoming more pluralistic, notwithstanding a self-consciously Catholic identity.

There are many connections with the past. What we are living is not a disjunctive moment, but an adjustment to what is a different yet richer reality.

The Final Report of the Task Force, which was issued on February 12, 1991, was comprised of the following chapters: 1. The Study Design, 2. Notre Dame as a Catholic University: Catholic values, their importance and their implementation, 3. Negative values at the University, 4. Religious student organizations, 5. Undergraduate student values, 6. University channels of assistance, 7. Recommendations, and 8. The Graduate Student Sample.

After the Final Report was completed in February, 1991, work began immediately to implement the recommendations of the Task Force. Pertinent sections of this report were shared with the staff of campus ministry and of the Center for Social Concerns, and the implementation committee discussed specific recommendations that would be so implemented. The final implementation will be the ways in which the work of the Task Force can be tapped in areas which touch upon the Catholicity of Notre Dame and the religious formation of the students, through campus ministry, the Center for Social Concerns, appropriate aspects of respectability, and other areas.

These ad hoc groups have presented interim reports at each of the scheduled meetings of the officers this semester in addition to the work of these ad hoc groups, several other steps were taken at your request.

A special meeting of the Fellows of the University of Notre Dame took place in the fall of 1991, and a presentation on the Final Report was offered to the Board of Trustees in October, 1991.

The basic text of the Final Report will be published in a future issue of the Notre Dame Report. Complete copies of the statistical tables will be available for review by any interested party at the Library Concourse Office of Campus Ministry, the Center for Social Concerns, and the Social Science Research and Planning Research Laboratory. The members of the Task Force hope that this Final Report, and the significant amount of material gathered which is now available for future study and research, will enhance the life of Notre Dame and the Catholic University in the months to come.

Sincerely,

Richard V. Warner, C.S.C.
Chair, Task Force on Evangelization, Pastoral Ministry and Social Values.


Dear Father Warner:

I would like to thank you for your recent letter and for the work of the Task Force on Evangelization, Pastoral Ministry and Social Values which has been important not only because of the value of the study itself and the recommendations made, but also because so many members of the University community were involved in the process. The pictures of the University which the Final Report captures in terms of the values and opinions examined, is both interesting and valuable. The many months of work which went into this project have been well received and will benefit the University in the months to come.

Your letter summarizing well some of the follow up to the work of the Task Force which is already underway. I know that each task at the Center for Social Concern and campus ministry, to mention just two departments, will provide specific ways in which the recommendations will find expression in the daily life of our institution. Special importance will be the ways in which the work of the Task Force can be used by one or more of the committees and the Board of Trustees and the Year 2000.

I anticipate the candor of the observations of members of the University community contained in the Final Report, and the negative responses to referred to in recommendations or contained in some of the quotations from different interview groups underscores the need for better means of communication and a careful examination of the way in which all of us carry out our responsibilities within the task force, and the special group of people who assisted you with the interviews, I wish to thank all the members of the University community who participated in the interviews and who, through their candid expression of opinion and experience, have contributed greatly to the success of this endeavor.

Cordially,

Edward A. Malloy, C.S.C. President

1. At a Christian community like Notre Dame, it is important to form a community with one another, as a synthesis of persons with persons of other faith traditions.
2. Exposure to Catholic lore without an awareness of its Catholic heritage in terms of intellectual content and development is incomplete. There is great potential for the faith lives of the students. Opportunities are missing for many, however, in terms of education in faith. This need is even more critical in the present. Moreover, the University must present students with the best of what the Church is and what the leadership potential of our students within the Church is.
3. The University provides numerous opportunities for social service, it must also encourage continued reflection by students on the necessity of integrating social service as part of a more complete education in the rest of their lives. Growth in Christian faith means being with the poor, coming to a deeper sensibility about social issues and learning not to be afraid of either.
4. It is important to be cognizant of changes in our student body both with respect to Catholic students and students of other faiths. Our Catholic students do not all come from the same "family".
5. We deal with Catholic students from a background of divorce. We encounter students with little or no prior religious practice, who find themselves in a Catholic environment without any specific orientation.
6. These divisions and departments deal with Catholic students do not all come from the same "family" of the past. We deal with Catholic students from a background of divorce. We encounter students with little or no prior religious practice, who find themselves in a Catholic environment without any specific orientation.
7. The study of the values of the members of the student affairs will develop a program to serve under-graduates who are committed to Notre Dame. It is important to continue to evaluate the goals and methods of undergraduate admissions departments with a view to promoting the recruitment of outstanding Catholic students.
8. A small planning group composed of representatives from campus ministry, the Center for Social Concerns and the Office of Student Affairs will plan programs which will lead to closer collaboration in every aspect of the formation of undergraduate students with an emphasis on promoting an understanding between the faith and life of the students.
9. The basic text of the Final Report will be published in a future issue of the Notre Dame Report. Complete copies of the statistical tables will be available for review by any interested party at the Library Concourse Office of Campus Ministry, the Center for Social Concerns, and the Social Science Research and Planning Research Laboratory. The members of the Task Force hope that this Final Report, and the significant amount of material gathered which is now available for future study and research, will enhance the life of Notre Dame and the Catholic University.
B-ball

continued from page 24

tough drive, hitting a fadeaway runner from the right side.

Sweet responded with another three from the left baseline, and that's when Sullivan ended the battle with his fourth
trey of the night, giving the Cardinals a 75-70 lead with 5:28 remaining.

"In the second half, I forced the issue just a little bit," said Sullivan, who finished with 24
points on 8-12 shooting—and four-of-five from three-point
territory. "I felt we needed a little
lift, and I tried to provide it."

Sullivan, who finished with 24
points on 8-12 shooting—and
four-of-five from three-point
field goal shooting—was a big
factor in the comeback.

"I talked to him before the
game and told him to relax and
take the open shot when he had
it. He's too good a shooter not to be productive.

And after Louisville finally
touched on and began devolving
Bennett in the second half, Sweet caught fire and began
putting more pressure on people,
and not letting them pass the ball
where they want to."

The teams traded baskets for
the next eight minutes of the
second half. A Jon Ross foul on
a Dwayne Morton layup and the
missing foul shot gave
Louisville a five-point lead with 8:19 left to play.

Sweet got the Irish back to
within two after nailing three-
pointers on consecutive posses-
sions, but the real turning point came with 5:17
remaining as both Bennett and
Sweet swished two free throws apiece.

And when Sullivan missed the
back end of the one-and-one with 56 seconds remaining,
Bennett came back with a
swishing double-clutch layup to
draw Notre Dame within one,
82-81, with 40 seconds left. But after an Irish timeout,
Sullivan took matters in his
own hands, forcing Elmore to
buck up court, and with Notre Dame not
willing to foul him, dribbled
away 15 seconds from the clock
before passing the ball to
Corningell, setting up the
final dramatics.

"I tried to keep it as long as I
could without getting a five-
second count," said Sullivan. "I
went and gave it to the corner
thinking he'd get it back to me
quickly, but they fouled him right away."

And while Sullivan may not
have delivered the coup de
grace in this game, he certainly
placed the telling blows that
allowed the Cardinals to bounce
back from a 38-31 halftime
deficit.

"Everick came back in the
second half and played like he's
the man. I'm not willing to
believe he called a foul, because
he did walk first. There's no
doubt about it," said
Bennett and Sweet kept
fighting, using the Irish close
to the very end of the game,
when they came up just short.

"We only had 11 turnovers, so
that's a low for us. We did
a much better job of handling
the pressure and getting the shots.
We had 59 shots, and shot over
50 percent.

"There were a lot of positive
things. I like what Daimon did
and I like what Elmer did. We
didn't get the ball to Phonz
enough, and we need to make a
centered effort to do that
because he's a powerful inside
player who wants the ball. He
has the hands to catch just
about anything we throw in there.

Ellis had only eight points and
just five rebounds, while his
partner inside, Tower, scored six
and grabbed six boards. With
those two in foul trouble, the
Cardinals were able to outrebound the Irish
37-28.

"I think Notre Dame will
borrow that game the same as
we will," said Crum. "I think they'll feel a lot better
about themselves that they
have up to this point. I think
they're going to feel a lot of
pride, and they gave a great effort, they
have nothing to be ashamed
about.

Bennett's 27 points tied his
season high, first set against
Southern Cal last season.

The Irish take to the road,
faceing Valparaiso on Monday
and Boston College on Wednes-
day before a three-week break
in the schedule.

If you see news
happening—let us know.
Call The Observer at
239-5303.

SCUBA COZUMEL

SPRING BREAK

MARCH 7-14, 1992

DIVER & NON-DIVER PACKAGE INCLUDES:

AIRFARE, LODGING
2 TANK DIVES DAILY
UNLIMITED OFFSHORE DIVING
TRANSFERS DAILY
DIVER $995.00 ; NONDIVER $795.00

WHAT A BETTER WAY TO
SPEND SPRING BREAK!

INFORMATION MEETING AND MOVIES,
SNACKS ROOM 218 ROCKNE 1:00PM
DECEMBER 7
CALL KATHY 277-0058 FOR MORE INFO

THE OBSERVER/David Lee

Elmer Bennett (left) fires a shot over Louisville's Keith LeGree. Bennett tied his career high with 27 points against the Cardinals.

MEDICAL WARNING:
Failure to attend the Ronkin
MCAT course may be
hazardous to your score.

WE'LL MAKE SURE YOU MAKE IT.
10 STUDENTS PER CLASS
100 HOURS OF LIVE INSTRUCTION
50 HOURS OF LIVE TUTORIAL
NATIONAL 800 TELEPHONE HELPLINE
3 COMPUTER-SCORED DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
SCIENCE FLASH CARDS
MATERIALS WRITTEN BY PH.D.S & M.D.S

SOUTH BEND
273-1866

THE RONKIN
EDUCATIONAL GROUP

If you see news
happening—let us know.
Call The Observer at
239-5303.
Knight ejects reporter

Female writer barred from IU locker room

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) — Coach Bobby Knight was following Indiana University policy when he barred a woman Associated Press reporter from the basketball locker room, officials said.

Reporter Beth Harris said she was prevented from entering the men's facility Tuesday night, while attempting to get player comment following Indiana's game against Notre Dame.

"It's our policy to deny access to members of the opposite sex to all locker room areas," said Kit Klingelhofer, sports information director for IU.

Harris, a sports writer from the AP's Indianapolis bureau, said it was the first time she had ever been barred from the dressing room.

Klingelhofer said Knight "probably was not aware" that Harris had previously been in the locker room.

He said the university's policy is to make players available outside the facility to reporters of the opposite sex.

However, Harris said that she asked sports personnel to request interviews with two players for her, but Knight told the staff not to make special accommodations.

NCAA policy encourages equal access for men and women but leaves the matter up to each school. The Big Ten has no policy on women in men's locker rooms.

Klingelhofer said IU's policy does not affect men's basketball alone.

Knight did not return a telephone call by The Associated Press.

Bobby Knight, who has directed Hoosier teams to three national titles, directed AP writer Beth Harris from the IU locker room Tuesday.

---

How American Express helps you cover more territory.

For less money.

Become a Student Cardmember today and get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.

Only the American Express® Card offers an exciting travel program exclusively for students— including three roundtrip certificates on Continental Airlines. And much, much more.

Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi, you get a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the 48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—because there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.

By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other benefits from the American Express® Student Privileges® Program. Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long distance calling every month for an entire year—absolutely free. And that's just one example of how the Card can help you save.

For just $5 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And it's easy to apply: Just call us (have your bank address and account number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

---

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

If you're already a Cardmember there's no need to call. Information about your certificates will be arriving soon.
The Notre Dame volleyball team split its first two matches at the National Invitational Volleyball Championships yesterday, putting it in a must-win situation today if it hopes to reach the championship round of the tournament Saturday.

The Irish (23-9) lost to West Virginia in their opening match, 15-10, 7-15, 4-15, 12-15, 15-9. Notre Dame hit just .277 in that fifth and deciding game, while the Mountaineers nailed over 31 percent of its shots to pull the upset.

ND volleyball splits at NIVC

Observer Staff Report

The Irish power play was repeated at Lake Forest the minimum. Behind the defense, senior wingman Lou Zadra, shown here against New Hampshire, leads the Irish in a home-and-home series against Lake Forest this weekend. Senior wingman Lou Zadra, shown here against New Hampshire, leads the Irish in a home-and-home series against Lake Forest this weekend. Senior wingman Lou Zadra, shown here against New Hampshire, leads the Irish in a home-and-home series against Lake Forest this weekend.

The meetings on November 22 and 23 saw the Irish sweep the Mountaineers, two game series, 7-0 and 5-2. The Irish offense, behind winger Lou Zadra, overpowered the Mountaineers, Zadra won the Division I independent player of the week honors for his play against Lake Forest. He netted two goals and dished out four assists while surpassing the 100 point mark for his career.

The Notre Dame defense, meanwhile, used their superior size to neutralize the Lake Forest offense, as checking well and keeping Forester shots to a minimum. Behind the defense and goalstoppertime Luthrop, the Irish recorded their first shut out of the season.

The Irish power play was re-vitalized at Lake Forest the Junior Jessica Fiebelkorn scored 13 kills, had 10 digs and eight blocks against West Virginia, while junior Marilyn Craig added 12 kills and four blocks. Cathy Faler led the Mountaineers with 17 kills.

The Irish bounced back in their second match of the day, defeating Arkansas State, again in a five-game match, 15-8, 11- 15, 15-10, 4-15, 15-13. Senior Chris Choquette led Notre Dame with 19 kills and 15 digs, while Fiebelkorn added 18 kills and 15 digs.

Three Irish players (Janelle Karlan, Alicia Turner and Katie Kavanagh) all had 18 digs in the defensive struggle. Notre Dame had 162 digs for the whole match, while the Indians made 103.

The Irish, who yesterday were without the services of MCC Newcomer of the Year Christy Peters, face Drexel today at 1:00 p.m. and California at 5:00 p.m.

Notre Dame must win both of its matches today, and hope that West Virginia loses at least twice among its other three matches in order to advance to Saturday's championship round action.

The Office of Minority Student Affairs Presents: Poet, Actress, and Director of the Gospel Musical

"WICKED MAYS"

and Author of

"HOOD SWINGS AND MAGIC CARPET RIDES"

BRENDA PERTTMAN

Date: Friday, December 6, 1991
Place: Nesbrough Library Auditorium
Time: 7:00 p.m.

Jim Birmingham

Men's swim team set to defend Catholic title

By JASON KELLY
Sports Writer

Defending a championship is never an easy task, especially when much of the workload rests on the shoulders of freshmen.

That's the situation the Notre Dame men's swim team finds itself in this weekend, however, as they look for their third consecutive title at the National Catholic Swimming and Diving Championships in Boston.

In the last two years, the Irish have had to come from behind to claim the championship. In 1989, they escaped with a two-point win over Villanova and got past LaSalle by only two and a half points in 1990.

Along with Notre Dame's opponents, several records fell at last season's Championships. Led by current senior captain Jim Birmingham, the Irish captured one of those records with a time of 1:23.53 in the 200 meter freestyle relay.

Birmingham, Greg Cornick, David Naite and Brian Rini also teamed up to break the 800 meter freestyle record with a time of 6:45.74.

Big performances will be again needed from senior captain Birmingham and Chuck Smith, as well as juniors Ed Bredricket, Colin Costley and Cornick if the Irish hope to swim to victory for the third straight year.

Freshmen have turned in some of the top performances so far this season, but they have not faced the pressure of this type of event.

Two weeks ago, they visited Illinois and swam through a trial by fire against some of the nation's top competition. That should help prepare them for this weekend.

"The Illinois meet will help the freshmen dramatically," Cornick noted. "It gave them a chance to gain experience against some tough competition early in their careers."

The entire team is expected to benefit from the Illinois experience, however, as the swimmers have learned that they are capable of competing with the nation's best.

Despite losing to four of the five teams they faced at Illinois, several outstanding individual performances helped give the Irish the confidence they will need as the season progresses.

Freshman Mike Keeley won the 500 meter freestyle and the 200 meter butterfly, while John Godfrey took the 200 meter backstroke in a win over Illinois.

Costley was a winner in the 100 meter individual medley against the Illini.

"We felt like we did pretty well at Illinois and we gained confidence against some national caliber competition," Cornick added.

Yet few things would give the team more confidence than a third consecutive National Catholic Swimming and Diving title—especially given the national caliber competition they will face this weekend at the Championships.
Hoops
continued from page 24
Marciniak (13 pp.) Junior Co-Quense Washington (7.5 pp. 6 pp. 5.7 steals) and sophomore Sherri Orlosky (7 pp. 4.3 rpg) round out the Irish starting lineup.

Off the bench, sophomores Kristin Knapp (8.5 pp. 5.8 rpg), Tootie Jones (15 pp. 4.3 rpg) and freshman Audrey Gomez (5.5 pp. 4 app) see the majority of playing time for the Irish.

Poor shooting has plagued Notre Dame all season, however. No player is shooting as high as 50 percent. Among players with more than 10 field goal tries, Jones (.471) has the highest percentage.

As a team, the Irish have not shot over 50 percent in a game through its first four contests, and for the year, have made less than 41 percent of their field goal attempts—including a dismal 1-for-22 (.045) from three-point range.

However, Georgia also has not shot the ball well all year, making only 42 percent of its shots in its first three games.

Andy’s Cards
Great Christmas Presents for the Family

College Classics Bismarck Set #1 - $14.95
20 card boxed set includes Lupeic, Hart, Lattier, Haute, Brown and Beretta.

1988 National Champions Team Set - $29.95
60 card set includes Rocket’s first card, Zorich, Lyght, Stonebreaker etc.

College Classics 22 card All American Sets - $9.95 each
#1 - Rockie Sr
#2 - Leadubh Sr
#3 - Perreghan Sr
#4 - Includes Montana

1990 Collegiate Collection 200 Card Set - $14.95
Premier edition of all time greats. Includes Gipp, Rockne, Montana, Moore.

All orders will be mailed next day at Notre Dame Post Office so you have them for Christmas. References Available. Satisfaction guaranteed. Include $2 per order shipping and handling.

Send orders to:
Andy’s Cards
Box 161
Notre Dame, IN 46556

1991-92 NOTRE DAME WRESTLING

Wrestlers head to Las Vegas Invitational
Observer Staff Report

The Notre Dame wrestling team heads to Las Vegas today for the 1991 Las Vegas Invitational.

This tournament features some of the best collegiate wrestling talent in the nation. "Las Vegas is a great tournament where we can get a lot of experience for our younger guys," said Irish coach Fran McCann. "We’re kind of hung up right now with injuries and illnesses, but we’re looking forward to going there."

McCann will not wrestle 150-pound Jamie Boyd and 177-pound J.J. McGrew due to rib injuries. Several other Irish wrestlers have been plagued by the flu recently.

"I don’t think I’ve ever seen anything like this," McCann said. "So, we’re going to hold out some guys this week until they can get healthy. On the positive side, this will allow our inexperienced guys to get some quality time on the mat."

The Las Vegas Invitational features many of the top wrestling teams in the nation, including several schools from the Big Eight.

Last season, Big Eight powers Oklahoma State and Iowa State finished one-two in the team standings.

At last year’s Las Vegas Invitational, Notre Dame finished 19th out of 44 teams. Marcus Gowens captured seventh place at 126 pounds and McGrew took eighth place at 177.

Gowens came back from an 18-4 quarterfinal draining by second-seeded Dan Knight of Iowa State to win his seventh-place match 12-4. McGrew will be unable to improve on a surprising performance a year ago. Then a freshman, the native Oklahoman reached the quarterfinals against eventual champion Matt Johnson of Iowa State.

Trailing 3-2, McGrew apparently suffered an apparent takedown, which would have given him the win. The official ruled that the time had expired before the takedown occurred.

The freshman was unable to recover from this disappointing moment and lost his eighth-place match 3-2 to Oklahoma’s Kyle Scrimpage.

Lorton continued from page 24
ride at several Division I schools, including Northwestern Illinois, Miami of Ohio and Western Illinois.

"I was always dead set on going to Saint Mary’s," the Business Administration major stated, explaining her desire to attend Saint Mary’s. "Saint Mary’s is the right atmosphere for me, and I do not regret making this decision at all."

Sue Medley, the Saint Mary’s wrestling coach since 1988, also acted as Lorton’s chemistry teacher at South Bend Saint Joseph’s high school.

Medley encouraged Lorton to play wrestling in college although Lorton herself was not confident she could take on the challenge.

"During my freshman and sophomore year in high school, I did not take wrestling very seriously," Lorton said. "Even up until my junior year I wasn’t interested in playing in college because I did not think I was that good." Lorton then began to play more wrestling during the off-season, improving her game greatly. During her senior year in high school, she won their sectional title and a major tournament in Lafayette, Indiana.

At Saint Mary’s, Lorton is one of two juniors on a team with no seniors. As co-captain, she is looked up to as well as being a well-respected member of the team.

"What makes Karen a good player and a team leader is her overall consistency that she proved for the game," stated Schroeder-Blek. "She works in practice. She is very coachable. The other team members really look up to her." Lorton admits that she has higher expectations for herself for this season.

"I had an incredible jump in statistics from freshman to sophomore year and the goals I set for myself were not reached," she stated. "I wanted to average five kills a game and have a 50 percent hitting average. The top-ranked player for hitting percentage in Division III, however, accomplished 497 percent. Lorton humbly explains that she desires to be more consistent and improve her blocking ability. However, look to her as an outstanding player as well as a great player.

"Her attitude is very positive," stated sophomore co-captain Michael Ullrich. "She is a good presence on the court; she gives off the feeling of being in charge. "Karen is a great team player. She is a leader in general leadership in everything she does. On the whole she is an outstanding player," praised sophomore Mary Wheeler, who trains with Saint Mary’s volleyball for the Nazareth College in the fall of 1991.

Karen, finally, has high hopes for next season. "We had some inexperience on our team this year, but on the whole we program has made incredible progress," said Lorton.
Burns quits Minnesota; Holtz to stay with Irish

Lou inks five-year contract with Notre Dame

Observer Staff Report

Lou Holtz silenced the rumors Thursday by signing a five-year contract to stay on as coach of the Fighting Irish until at least 1996.

Notre Dame Executive Vice President William Beauchamp announced Holtz's new contract Thursday.

"We've indicated to Lou Holtz all along that we are very comfortable with our arrangement with him," Beauchamp said.

"But he and we wanted to underscore his plan to remain at Notre Dame. We determined that the best way to do that was with this contract.

"The University has been extremely pleased with the leadership Lou has provided the football program both on and off the field. His record at Notre Dame speaks awfully well for his abilities. We're particularly happy his experiences here have been such that he wishes to continue as coach."

Holtz has been adamant about staying at Notre Dame throughout the season, but Wednesday's resignation of Minnesota Vikings head coach Jerry Burns returned Holtz's name to the headlines and rumors.

"I've indicated at every opportunity my intention is to remain at Notre Dame as long as the University wishes me to serve as football coach. I have no intention of coaching anywhere else," said Holtz. "I have tremendous respect for the University, its athletic program and what it stands for—and I'm excited about continuing my relationship here."

According to Notre Dame Sports Information Director

Minnesota interested in, plans to speak to ND coach

EDEN PRAIRIE, Minn. (AP)—The Minnesota Vikings confirmed Thursday that Jerry Burns will retire as head coach at the end of this season and said they will speak to Notre Dame coach Lou Holtz about the position.

"Jerry and I had a meeting this morning, and he related to me his desire to step down at the end of the season," team president Roger Headrick said Wednesday.

Burns had indicated in recent weeks that he would not return.

"After a period of time, I just decided that I'd had enough of coaching," Burns said in a statement released by the team.

"I've known for some time that I would not return and decided today that now was the time to clarify my position and let people know of my decision."

The Vikings, who are 6-7, play at Tampa Bay Sunday and after that host the Los Angeles Rams and Green Bay Packers.

Holtz, who coached at the University of Minnesota in 1984 and 1985, said last month that he wouldn't coach anywhere but Notre Dame. Thursday, Holtz signed a new five-year contract with the Fighting Irish.

"I love Notre Dame," he said last month. "I want to finish out my coaching career here, whether that's a year, or two years or five years. I don't plan on coaching anywhere else and you can put that sucker in granite."

Burns, 64, said the team believes Wednesday's practice, but the news was not much of a surprise. Many players felt before the start of the season that Burn's sixth year as the Vikings' head coach would be his last.

"I know he kind of hinted that he might retire at the end of last year," linebacker Mike Mewes said. "But it's kind of sad that he's not going to hang around anymore."

JERRY BURNS' CAREER

HEAD COACHING RECORD

YEAR W L T PCt.
1986* 9 7 0 .563
1987 11 5 0 .688
1988 10 6 0 .625
1989 9 7 0 .533
1990 6 10 0 .375
1991 6 7 0 .462
TOTAL 50 42 0 .543

* 0-3 during strike of regular roster players

PAST VIKINGS HEAD COACHES

COACH W L T PCt.
Norm Van Brocklin 26 51 11 .335
Harry Peter "Bud" Grant 168 108 5 .607
Les Steckle 3 13 0 .188

New Orleans Sugar Bowl

★ $155 6 DAYS - 5 NIGHTS
With Continental Breakfast, Champagne Reception, Seafood Hor d'oeuvres and a Riverboat Paddle Cruise.

★ $165 5 DAYS - 4 NIGHTS
With Continental Breakfast, Champagne Reception, Seafood Hor d'oeuvres and a Riverboat Paddle Cruise.

★ $145 4 DAYS - 3 NIGHTS
With Continental Breakfast, Champagne Reception, and Seafood Hor d'oeuvres.

★ $125 3 DAYS - 2 NIGHTS
With Continental Breakfast, Champagne Reception, and Seafood Hor d'oeuvres.

★ Per person, double occupancy only. $10 for each additional person. Tax not included.

For reservations Call
504 - 246 - 2400 or 1-800 - 346 - 2239

New Orleans
Sugar Bowl

Now that you've danced the night away, you need to satisfy those midnight munchies. So check out the new LATE NITE menu at Azar's.

It features lots of great food at great prices:

• Five Fluffy Omelettes
• Six Moonlight Sandwiches
• Eight Dreamy Desserts
• More than 10 other Sides and Beverages

The next time you're not quite ready to call it a night, head to the nearest Azar's Big Boy Family Restaurant for the all-new LATE NITE menu. It's got all the Munchies. So go on and dance the night away, come on and have some fun. It's time to call it a night. But for the moment, let's go to Azar's Big Boy Family Restaurant for the all-new LATE NITE menu. It's got all the Munchies. So go on and dance the night away, come on and have some fun. It's time to call it a night. But for the moment, let's go to Azar's Big Boy Family Restaurant for the all-new LATE NITE menu.
Of course, prehistoric neighborhoods always had that one family whose front yard was strewn with old mammoth remains.

THAT'S AMAZING

Bill Watterson

He wrote his first symphony when he was four.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Went to the movies today, I think. I was toilet-trained.

THE FAR SIDE

Gary Larson

It says on the back of this record that the composer could play the piano at age three.

SPELEUNKER

Jay Hosier

I thought I was toilet-trained. I was four.

CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1. Cancellable a space
2. Barnyard fowl
3. Auditing for stereo
4. Bar of Proof, for one
5. Short rifle
6. Prefix: bit
7. Prefix: ber
8. Prefix: for, for one
9. Miss Miller
10. One of a litter
11. Mortise's mate
12. Window part
13. Mr. Howe
14. Go softly
15. Blank
16. All Uran's sport
17. Innuendos
18. In, to
19. Work door-to-door
20. Gridiron play
21. Closed
22. Science room
23. Celebrate
24. Line break
25. Window part
26. Mr. Howe
27. Go softly
28. Blank
29. All Uran's sport
30. Innuendos
31. In, to
32. Work door-to-door
33. Gridiron play
34. Closed
35. Science room
36. Celebrate
37. Line break
38. Prefix: skin
39. City in Texas
40. Fruits maker
41. Cosmetics substance
42. Slippery eel
43. Slippery eel
44. French painter
45. Body part
46. Body part
47. Body part
48. Body part
49. Body part
50. Breda
51. Doctrine
52. Doctrine
53. Milk
54. Milk
55. Milk
56. Milky
57. Business man
58. Business man
59. Prefix: skin
60. Business man
61. Gives power to
62. First name in opera
63. Prefix: skin
64. Remedy
65. Prefix: skin
66. Ship sections

DOWN

1. Kitchen utensils
2. Like some smokers
3. Loopt
4. Port of Blu
5. Intelligence test
6. Play parts
7. Shangri-Lee
8. Mecca man
9. Plumber's concern
10. Business man
11. Maker of chocolate
12. Musical segment
13. Isolates
14. Kitchen utensils
15. William "-"
16. As soon as
17. Prefix: for
18. Prefix: for
19. Prefix: for
20. Prefix: for
21. Prefix: for
22. Prefix: for
23. Prefix: for
24. Prefix: for
25. Prefix: for
26. Prefix: for
27. Prefix: for
28. Prefix: for
29. Prefix: for
30. Prefix: for
31. Prefix: for
32. Prefix: for
33. Prefix: for
34. Prefix: for
35. Prefix: for
36. Prefix: for
37. Prefix: for
38. Prefix: for
39. Prefix: for
40. Prefix: for
41. Prefix: for
42. Prefix: for
43. Prefix: for
44. Prefix: for
45. Prefix: for
46. Prefix: for
47. Prefix: for
48. Prefix: for
49. Prefix: for
50. Prefix: for
51. Prefix: for
52. Prefix: for
53. Prefix: for
54. Prefix: for
55. Prefix: for
56. Prefix: for
57. Prefix: for
58. Prefix: for
59. Prefix: for
60. Prefix: for
61. Gives power to
62. First name in opera
63. Prefix: skin
64. Remedy
65. Prefix: skin
66. Ship sections

THE STANDARD ALPHABET

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U W X Y Z

MENU

Notre Dame

Baked Pollack Sesame
Vegetable Rice Casserole
Swedish Meatballs w/Mushroom Sauce
Pork Tenderloin Sauc

Saint Mary's

Beef Ragout Burgandy
Chicken Paprika
Baked Fish Dijonaise
Deli Bar

CAMPUS

Friday

9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Annual UNICEF holiday card and gift sale.
Concourse, Hesburgh Library. Sponsored by Ladies of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Film, "Monsieur Hire." Annenberg Auditorium.

8 and 10:30 p.m. Film, "Home Alone." Cushing Auditorium.

8:10 p.m. Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol." Performed by residents of Planter and Siegfried Halls. Washington Hall. Sponsored by Planter and Siegfried Halls.
**Sports**

**Louisville dumps Notre Dame in thriller, 84-81**

*Irish fall in a close affair*

**By RICH KURZ**

**Associate Sports Editor**

The Irish men's basketball team was seeing red last night, and it wasn't just because of Louisville's brightly-colored uniforms.

Notre Dame was 0-2 going into the game and coming off a tough road loss to the Indiana Hoosiers. They wanted to change that around on their home floor.

And until the final buzzer, they had the chance to do it.

Notre Dame, playing inspired basketball, led the Cardinals until 14:51 remained in the game, and never fell out of striking distance, with a couple of chances to win or send the game into overtime in the final moments.

Trailing by 82-79 with 56 seconds left to play, Irish point guard Elmer Bennett hit a double-clutch lay-up over Cardinal star Everick Sullivan to draw Notre Dame to within a point. The Irish went into a delay game and were able to run the clock down to 13 before Malik Russell fouled Cornelius Holden to stop the clock.

Much to the delight of a noisy coach Denny Crum.

Holden didn't foul the Cardinals. He hit both free throws, giving Louisville an 84-81 lead with 10 ticks of the clock left. But the Irish weren't dead just yet.

They got the ball to midcourt and called time with six seconds left. Taylor inbounded the ball to Bennett, who made a move and put up a shot under heavy pressure from long range. The attempt hit the rim and fell short.

"The play was set up (for me) to come off a backscreen from Malik," said Bennett. "I was supposed to be at the top of the key, (but) they set two guys up there and denied, pushing me out (away from the basket)."

From the beginning of the game, it didn't look like the Cardinals would be in much of a position to do anything. The Irish jumped to a 5-0 lead and held a Bennett three-pointer and a Sweet jumper.

For Notre Dame, that would be the story of the night, as Bennett scored a game-high 27 points, followed by Sweet with 25.

The Irish advantage was in the six-to-eight-point range for most of the half, but the momentum made it seem greater than that. After Louisville went on a six-point run to take a two-point lead with 7:20 to go in the half, Notre Dame did them a couple steps better.

Bennett scored six points and LaPhonso Ellis had a monster dunk off an alley-oop pass from Sweet during a 12-1 Irish run, holding the Cards without a field goal for over five minutes.

They cut the lead down to seven at the half, but more important than that, the stage was set for Notre Dame trouble in the second half. The Irish big men were in foul trouble, as Ellis had two and Tower was on the bench with three.

Sullivan, who was a no-show in the first half, came out and earned his keep for the Cardinals in the second half. The 6-5 senior scored 21 points in the second half to spark Louisville.

The defending SEC regular season champions are led by junior Victor Oladipo, a 6-foot-6 junior who is averaging 12 points and shooting 52 percent from the field. Five-foot-10 guard Lady Hardmon, the only senior on the Bulldog squad, averages 11.7 points and 5.3 assists per game.

"I'd like to see her (Hardmon) assume more responsibility on the offensive end of the floor and around the boards," said Georgia coach Andy Landers, in his 13th season in Athens. "I want her to pick up more points on the boards, and I want her to be a more consistent shooter."